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A Year in Review: OCF 2019 Accomplishments Pave the Way for Secure and Interoperable IoT

Posted on: January 2, 2020
By John Park, Executive Director of OCF

2019 saw a significant amount of IoT coverage, ranging from healthcare impact, to exciting technology developments and massive market expansion. While many of the IoT discussions were positive, scrutiny was also prominent, with concerns about IoT security breaches and implementation barriers dominating the news cycle…. [Read More]
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Bringing Remarkable Things to Life.

OCF brings together a wide ecosystem of developers and resources to help create and deliver products that continue to make IoT a reality. Here you will find the resources necessary to design, build and achieve OCF certification, reducing total time to market costs, all while ensuring secure interoperability across market sectors.


















How do you want to connect?









OCF allows you to connect IoT devices and systems using three distinct methods, namely Device-to-Device, Device-to-Cloud and Cloud-to-Cloud. In this page, we outline each of these methods, and provide the necessary flow and options required for each, along with links to the required resources and documentation.










Device-to-Device


















Device to Device (proximal)





































Using OCF Models











Using External Models













































Use OCF Github











OAS2.0 Models Guide











SDF as input













































 IoTivity Getting Started











Convert to OAS 2





























































IoTivity Getting Started


















Device2Device communication is establishes communication in the same network, meaning all devices are on the same network. The communication addressed is IPV6.

Using OCF Models

The OCF models can be found in the specifications.

The function that each device should contain is expressed via resources. The following kinds of resources exist:

	Infrastructure, e.g. the resources that are mandatory and make up the OCF Secure IP Device Framework
	Secure IP Device Framework Specification



	Optional Core resources, resources that are generic for all devices
	Core optional spec



	Mandatory resources for the device type
	Device type spec
	Resource type spec



	Any other optional resource
	Resource type spec





OCF models are specified in Open API Specification 2.0, and is governed by OPENAPI initiative. This is API definition format is widely used to describe restful interfaces.

Each resource is denoted with the resource type value, “rt”. This is a string and all OCF definitions start with “oic.r”. All OCF standardized resource types are registered with IANA. What is typically descibed in OAS2.0 for a URL are the GET and POST actions, with schema definition of the payload.

This is what OCF uses to describe which HTTP methods must be implemented per resource type and which payloads are used for the methods. The payloads are described in JSON and the JSON schema is using draft-04 format. The actual implementation of OCF is not using HTTP but CoAP. This is a direct translation of HTTP into CoAP, for example: HTTP-GET into CoAP-GET. Also, JSON is not on the wire, CBOR is on the wire, JSON can be directly translated into CBOR. However, all resource definitions are using HTTP & JSON for readability. Also, the URL is not important, the URL is place holder for the real URL to be used in the implementation.

Use OCF GitHub

If no appropriate model is found, then follow the flow to create new model in OCF.

The function that the device should contain is expressed via resources. The following kinds of resources exist:

	Mandatory resources for the device type
	Resources that are mandated for the device type.
	Easy to figure out by device type:
	https://openconnectivityfoundation.github.io/devicemodels/docs/index.html
	https://github.com/openconnectivityfoundation/IoTDataModels



	Any other optional resource
	Recommendation can also be found at
	https://openconnectivityfoundation.github.io/devicemodels/docs/index.html
	However every resource can be used:
	https://github.com/openconnectivityfoundation/IoTDataModels



	Infrastructure, e.g. the resources that are mandatory and make up the OCF Secure IP Device Framework
	Don’t worry about these, these will come with the framework
	https://github.com/openconnectivityfoundation/core



	Optional Core resources, resources that are generic for all devices
	https://github.com/openconnectivityfoundation/core-extensions/tree/master/swagger2.0
	Example: network monitoring











If no appropriate model is found, then follow the flow to “Create OAS2.0 models”.

IoTivity Getting Started

When all resources are identified, then follow the instructions of getting started with device simulation.

This getting started guide will create a device on a Linux PC and will create the communication infrastructure that is required for the implemented resources. Here one will learn:

	How to generate the server code
	How to interact with the server code
	How to update the example, so that the generated code will have the resources that you want.
	Note that the environment that has been set up contains all OCF resources.



















Device-to-Cloud


















Device to Cloud













































Set up Cloud infrastructure











Create Client Talking to Cloud











Create device talking to cloud
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Device2Cloud communication involves communication between OCF devices on one or more proximal networks communicating with devices outside the local network. This is accomplished via connection through a secure account in a secure cloud environment. All communications are secured using auth-crypt ACE credentials. Authorization is done using auth0 with a unique ID and an authorization code from the cloud. Communication addressing is done through secure COAP and TCP at a URL using a specific port. Clients logged into a specific account on the cloud can discover and onboard servers logged into the same account as if they were local.

Setup cloud infrastructure

Vendors using device-to-cloud communications can use any OCF compliant cloud where they have accounts, or they can create their own OCF cloud. The cloud communications interface is defined in OCF specifications here. There is no limit to the number of OCF clouds that can be created. One OCF compliant open-source cloud, PLGD, is here. Instructions for building your own OCF cloud are here. OCF compliant as well as non-OCF clouds can be securely linked using the OCF-defined Universal Cloud Interface (UCI) cloud-to-cloud interface described below in the C2C section.

PLGD

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the PLGD cloud is an open-source OCF cloud implementation that is available for general use and has been certified to comply with the OCF D2C specifications. You can find it here. Instructions for using the PLGD cloud are on the on the PLGD site. As with all OCF clouds, they are used with the CoapCloudConfResURI described below.

Create client talking to cloud

All OCF clouds are used with the CoapCloudConfResURI resource defined here. This resource must be included and any device intending to use an OCF cloud directly. An OCF proxy device can be used to connect D2D devices to an OCF cloud even if the D2D device does not include the CoapCloudConfResURI resource directly. Instructions for using the CoapCloudConfResURI resource are documented the D2C sample. This example illustrates connecting to both the existing PLGD open-source cloud as well as a local private cloud running in a Docker container.

OTGC

Onboarding Tool and Generic Client (OTGC) is an OCF-provided tool that can securely onboard and control any OCF server using an automatically generated user interface. The interface is derived from the resources advertised by the device itself. No programming or device configuration is necessary. OTGC is open-source and versions are maintained by OCF on the Android and Linux platforms. Instructions for installing these versions are here (Android) and here (Linux). Open source code is available here. OTGC will work with D2D devices with no setup. For D2C connections, configuration must be set up to indicate the cloud to use. Once configured, OTGC can discover, securely onboard and control OCF devices.

Create device talking to cloud

Of course, server devices must be connected to and registered in a common OCF cloud account in order to be used by OTGC or any other client. More complex servers that can implement any OCF resources can be created using DeviceBuilder. This script automatically generates fully functional code for any device described in a simple device description file. There are convenient tools that will also compile the code, set security and run the code. This process is described in the examples here.

Iotivity

All of the examples are built using the IoTivity open-source implementation of OCF. Twice a year, updated versions of the OCF specifications are released (latest version here). Each release also includes an updated automatic certification tool and a version of IoTivity that complies with the latest version of the specifications and passes the certification tool.


















Cloud-to-Cloud (Universal Cloud Interface)


















Cloud to Cloud (Universal Cloud Interface)





































Setup a Client-side Cloud











Setup a Device-side Cloud





































plgd


















The Cloud-to-Cloud communication establishes communication between two clouds: Client-side Cloud and Device-side Cloud. It specifies a set of APIs on the cloud with the design concepts:

	OAuth 2.0 based cloud account linking
	HTTPS request and response
	JSON payload of OCF models or external models


The clients and devices communicating through Cloud-to-Cloud APIs (UCI) may not be OCF compliant.
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Setup a Client-side Cloud

Client-side Cloud is called Origin Cloud in the OCF specification. It’s the cloud to which the user’s clients are connected.

Through Cloud-to-Cloud APIs, the Client-side Cloud can:

	Get access token and refresh token from the Device-side Cloud
	Retrieve the information of all devices or a single device of the user
	Retrieve a specific resource (e.g. get the on/off status of a binary switch)
	Update a specific resource (e.g. change the binary switch from on to off)
	Subscribe/Unsubscribe to multiple event types at all devices, a single device, or a single resource level


Setup a Device-side Cloud

Device-side Cloud is called Target Cloud in the OCF specification. It’s the cloud to which the user’s devices (servers) are connected.

Through Cloud-to-Cloud APIs, the Device-side Cloud can:

	Grant access token and refresh token to the Client-side Cloud
	Expose APIs to devices and resources according to the scopes contained in access token.
	Send notifications to the Client-side Cloud according to the established subscription.
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plugged.in

plgd, an open source project, delivers an open source reference implementation which presents best practices for Cloud deployment of the OCF specifications.

plgd contains all components to create the OCF Cloud infrastructure, including the Cloud component of the Device to Cloud Services and OCF Cloud API for Cloud Services specifications.


















Open Source Project

There is also an Open Source implementation of the OCF specification called the IoTivity Project. The project brings together the open source community to accelerate the development of a single framework and the services required to securely connect devices.
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Open Connectivity Foundation

Privacy Policy

Last Updated: February 18, 2020

Open Connectivity Foundation, Inc., respects your privacy and is committed to protecting it in accordance with this policy.

This policy outlines the way in which we manage any personal data obtained through www.openconnectivity.org (the “Website”) or otherwise provided by or about individuals (“you”, “your”) in the course of you joining or receiving the services under our membership program, attending our events or subscribing to our mailing list (our “Services”).

This policy explains:

	What personal data we collect about you in the course of your engagement with our Services, why we collect it, who it goes to and how long we keep it for;
	How we use your personal data;
	How we protect your personal data; and
	Your legal rights in respect of your personal data, including how to access and update the information we hold about you.


Please note that some of the provisions here will only apply if you are based in the EU.

You can navigate to the relevant sections of the policy by clicking the links below:

	 About us
	 What information do we collect about you?
	 Why do we collect your personal data and on what grounds?
	 Marketing communications
	 Who do we share your information with?
	 Will my data be sent abroad?
	 How long do you keep my personal data?
	 Your rights in respect of your personal data 
	 Cookies and other technologies
	 Third party links on the Website
	 Changes to this policy
	 Contact us


By continuing to use the Website and our Services, you agree to our use of your personal data on the terms outlined in this policy.

About us

For the purposes of applicable data protection laws, Open Connectivity Foundation, Inc with its registered address at 3855 SW 153rd Drive, Beaverton, Oregon 97003 (“OCF”, “we”, “us” or “our”) is the controller of your data. This means that we are the primary entity who decides the purposes and means for dealing with your personal data.

Important: Working Groups and Task Groups

Although we are headquartered in the US, OCF is a global membership organization operated through various Working Groups, Task Groups and Steering Committees (as described in our Bylaws and website) which are run by our Members through their nominated representatives (“Members”). The Working Groups, Task Groups and Steering Committees collaborate by using collaboration tools and email and also engage in various online and offline group activities in furtherance of OCF’s mission.  This means some of your personal data (primarily your member profile and the data you have provided) may be shared with the OCF community.

What information do we collect about you?

We collect several types of information from and about our Members, Website users, and email subscribers, including:

Personal data we collect directly from you:

	Information required to sign up for and administer an OCF membership application, e.g. company representative name, address, phone number, email address, web page URL
	Information required to sign up for and administer an OCF member account on our Website (including for publication on our online member directory, if you have opted-in to this), e.g. name, contact details, company name, job title, affiliated contact name
	Information required to sign up for and administer the OCF Certification Management System, e.g. name, email, job title, contact details, certified product details, and affiliated company.
	Information provided to us if you contact us or make an enquiry, including through emails, calls and the “Contact Us” form and “Report an Issue” form on our Website, e.g. names, e-mail addresses, contact details and any other information contained in records and copies of your correspondence.
	Information we receive from you when you sign up to OCF conferences and events including name, contact details, membership level, payment details, special attendee requirements (e.g. dietary restrictions and accessibility requirements).
	Information you provide us when you connect or engage with us via social media platforms, including LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube and WeChat (“Social Media Platforms”).


Information received from other sources: 

	Technical information regarding your visits to the Website including, but not limited to, traffic data, location data, weblogs and other communication data.
	Publically available details, such as contact details on your personal website or Social Media Platforms.
	Information that another representative has provided about you in connection with a membership application (e.g. as an alternate contact for your organization), membership agreement, or membership profile or status, such as your contact information.
	Any relevant personal data that you may have submitted to our service providers (including Vital Technical Marketing Group (“VTM”) and Higher Logic, LLC (“Higher Logic”)) in the course of them providing the Services on our behalf.


You may also provide information to be published or displayed (hereinafter, "posted") on areas of the Website, including the externally hosted OCF Workspace and Social Media Platforms that are visible to other Website users, Members, or other participants in Work Groups, Task Groups and Steering Committees that you participate in (collectively, "User Contributions"). Your User Contributions are posted on and transmitted to others at your own risk. Although we limit access to certain pages, please be aware that no security measures are perfect or impenetrable. Additionally, although our Members are bound by confidentiality provisions, we cannot control the actions of our Members, Website users or other recipients with whom you may choose to share your User Contributions. Therefore, we cannot and do not guarantee that your User Contributions will not be viewed by unauthorized persons. 

Why do we collect your personal data and on what grounds?

We will only use your personal data if we have a permitted lawful basis to do so. Generally we collect your personal data because it is necessary for:

	performing our contract for the Services with you;
	the pursuit of our legitimate interests (as set out below); or
	complying with our legal obligations.


We may also rely on your consent, where required by applicable law, to use your personal data for:

	keeping you informed of the latest OCF news and events (see “Marketing Communications” below)
	using your profile or images in promotional materials or creating content for membership Services
	Publishing your profile on our online member directory (which will contain details of your personal contact information from the company roster on the “My Account” page of the member portal)
	For sharing any sensitive personal information (e.g. health data regarding dietary restrictions with event organisers).


Depending on your jurisdiction, you may have the right to withdraw your consent to these activities at any time, which will mean (unless another lawful basis applies to your data) that we will cease to process the affected data after consent is withdrawn. However, please note this may result in us being unable to provide you with certain features of the Website and/or Services.

The primary purpose for which we collect information about you is to provide you with Services you have requested from us (i.e. to perform our contract with you). We also collect information about you for the following purposes:

To perform our contract with you

	To provide members with their membership benefits
	To process your communications, your membership of and subscription to the Website and to enable your use of the Website and the Services
	For supplying Services to you (including use of our OCF certification test tools)
	For continuity of service (e.g. to restore your membership if you are coming back after a long break). This will be in accordance with our data retention practices (see “How long do you keep my personal data?” below)
	To provide you with information or Services that you request from us
	For handling member contacts, queries, complaints or disputes.


For our legitimate interests 

	For market research and analytical purposes, e.g. to improve our understanding of membership and event attendance trends and profiles
	For improving existing Services and developing new products and Services
	For promoting, marketing and advertising our Services
	Protecting OCF and our members by taking appropriate legal action against third parties who have committed criminal acts or are in breach of legal obligations to OCF
	To effectively handle any legal claims or regulatory enforcement actions taken against OCF
	To generally run the Website and for internal operations, in order to provide you with an up to date, efficient and reliable service
	Making important communications about your membership
	Maintaining our membership database.


To comply with our legal obligations

	To help prevent fraudulent activity, including on your account (for example, if our payment processors notify us that your card details are fraudulent, we may take action to block your access to the Website and/or our Services to you).
	To comply with our legal and regulatory obligations (including under applicable data protection laws)
	For preventing, investigating and detecting crime, fraud or anti-social behaviour and prosecuting offenders, including working with law enforcement agencies
	To fulfil our duties to our members.


Marketing communications

If you have signed-up for our eNews emails or opted to subscribe to the Members email list when signing up for a member account on the Website, we will send you messages by email regarding information about the latest news and events from OCF. You can change your communication preferences at any time by adjusting your preferences in your Website account (as a Member representative) or emailing [email protected]. Please note that you may still receive service messages related to your membership or the operation of the Website (e.g. server issues with the Website or important communications about your membership status).

Who do we share your information with?

We may disclose personal data that we collect or you provide as described in this privacy policy with the following third parties:

	Our service providers who we use to provide the Services to you, including VTM and Higher Logic.
	Contractors and other third parties we use to support our business and who are bound by contractual obligations to keep personal data confidential and use it only for the purposes for which we disclose it to them.
	Third parties we may be required to disclose such personal data to in order to comply with our legal obligations or enforce our legal rights, e.g. any relevant authority or enforcement body and fraud protection and credit risk reduction agencies.
	Any potential or actual third party buyer of our business and/or assets in the event that we sell, trade or license ownership of any part of the OCF business or assets (including management of the Website).


OCF has not in the past, and does not now, sell personal data to third parties, nor does it disclose personal data to third parties for their marketing purposes.

Will my data be sent abroad?

Yes. As our contacts database is based and hosted in the US, any personal data you submit to us will be held there. Additionally, OCF members are based in multiple different countries and may be affiliated with multiple, cross-border Work Groups, Task Groups and Steering Committees.

If you are based in the EU, this means your personal data may be transferred outside of the European Economic Area to another jurisdiction. Where this is the case and we are responsible for making such a transfer, we will ensure that these are made subject to appropriate safeguards as required by applicable data protection laws, to ensure that a similar degree of protection is afforded to your personal data. These will include the use of recipients certified under the Privacy Shield regime, or the use of EU Commission approved standard contractual clauses, or transfers to countries deemed to provide an adequate level of protection for personal data by the European Commission.  You can obtain further information about the safeguards in place for your international transfers of personal data by contacting us at https://openconnectivity.org/contact-us.

How long do you keep my personal data?

We keep your data for as long as it’s necessary to meet the relevant purposes for which we’ve collected your data, including for the purpose of satisfying any legal, accounting or reporting requirements.

To determine the appropriate length of time for holding your data, we consider the amount, nature, and sensitivity of the personal data, the potential risk of harm, from unauthorised use or disclosure of your personal data, the purpose for which we process your data and whether we can achieve those purposes through other means, along with the applicable legal requirements.

Generally, we will retain your data for as long as we continue to have an active relationship with you. For example, while you have an active OCF membership, attend OCF events, subscribe to our eNews or other e-mail lists, or participate in or contribute to our forums/discussions or Workspace(s).

In the event your membership lapses, we will retain some membership data for a limited period of time to allow us to easily reinstate your membership if you elect to renew it in the near future. In such case, the membership data we retain for the purpose of reinstating your membership is limited to the company/member name, the date you originally became a member, your most recent membership level, your membership payment history, and the primary e-mail address associated with your membership.

Details of our retention practices for specific categories of data are available on request by Contacting Us.

In some circumstances you can ask us to delete your data: see “Your rights in respect of your personal data” below for further information.

In some circumstances we may anonymise your personal data (so that it can no longer be associated with you) for research or statistical purposes in which case we may use this information indefinitely without further notice to you.

Your rights in respect of your personal data 

The following section applies only if you are based in a jurisdiction with a data protection law that provides individuals with certain rights with respect to their personal data.

In certain circumstances you may have rights under data protection laws in relation to the personal data we hold about you. Depending on the jurisdiction in which you are based, you may have the right to request to:

	access information held about you.
	rectify any incorrect or incomplete data we hold about you. It is both in our interest and yours that any personal data we hold about you is accurate, complete and current. If the data we hold about you is inaccurate in any way, please contact us to have your personal data corrected. You can update any incorrect contact information yourself by updating your profile in the Member Portal of the Website at https://workspace.openconnectivity.org/kws/my_account.
	delete, restrict or remove the data we hold about you.
	transfer the data we hold about you to another party.
	object to any further processing of your data. 


You can make all such requests via email to [email protected].

We will endeavour to respond to your requests within one month and free of charge. Please note that in respect of all these rights, we reserve the right to:

	refuse your request based on the exemptions set out in the applicable data protection laws
	request for proof of your ID to process the request or request further information
	charge you a reasonable administrative fee for any repetitive, manifestly unfounded or excessive requests.


If we refuse your request to exercise these rights, we will give reasons for our refusal and allow you to challenge our decision.

If you have any concerns about how we handle your data, please contact us. If you are not satisfied after we’ve tried to resolve your issue, you’ll be entitled to lodge a complaint with the data protection regulator for your country of residence.

Security of your data

We have put in place appropriate security measures to prevent your personal data from being accidentally lost, used or accessed in an unauthorised way, altered or disclosed. In addition, we limit access to your personal data to those employees, agents, contractors and other third parties who have a business need to know. They will only process your personal data on our instructions and they are subject to a duty of confidentiality.

We have put in place procedures to deal with any suspected personal data breach and will notify you and any applicable regulator of a breach where we are legally required to do so.

Cookies and other technologies

In common with many websites, we use “cookies” to help us gather and store information about visitors to our websites. A cookie is a small data file that our server sends to your browser when you visit the site. The use of cookies helps us to distinguish you from other users of the Website and assist your use of certain aspects of the site. Some cookies and other technologies may serve to recall personal information previously indicated by a visitor to the site.

Most browsers allow you to control cookies, including whether or not to accept them and how to remove them. You may set most browsers to notify you if you receive a cookie, or you may choose to block cookies with your browser. You can obtain information about how to manage cookies by clicking “help” on your browser’s menu or visiting www.aboutcookies.org. Please note that if you choose to erase or block your cookies, you will need to re-enter your original user ID and password to gain access to certain parts of the Website.

We also use other tracking technologies on the Website such as web server and application logs, which may record information such as internet domain and host names, Internet protocol (IP) addresses, browser software and operating system types, clickstream patterns and dates and times that our site is accessed.

Our Use of Google Analytics

When you visit the Website, Google Analytics automatically collects information from you through the use of Google’s analytics IDs, and Google provides some of this information to us. An analytics ID is a specific string of numbers and letters (often called a “character string”) that is assigned to your computer or device but does not name you. The analytics ID allows Google to track usage data of the Website, such as date and time of visit, duration of visit, Website traffic patterns, “clickstreams,” other similar information about your use of the Website, the type of web browser used, the operating system/platform you are using, your IP address, the websites that referred or linked you to our Website, and your CPU speed. Google Analytics does not share the analytics ID assigned to your computer or device that you use to access and use the Website. Google Analytics provides information about the use of our Website to us in aggregate form (i.e., data about many Website users combined and not just about you). Some of this data might include the geographic region of groups of Website users, but again, this data will be in aggregate form. We rely on this aggregate data to inform us how users are using the Website to help us improve the Website.

Types of Cookies

There are four general categories of cookies. A description of each category of cookie is below, followed by a table describing the categories of cookies used on the Website.

	Strictly necessary cookies. These cookies are essential to enable you to move around a website and use its features. Without these cookies, services you have asked for, like logging into a secure area of our Website, cannot be provided.
	Performance / analytical. These cookies collect information about how visitors use a website. The information collected by these cookies is performance and usage data such as that collected by Google Analytics as described throughout this Privacy Statement.
	Functionality cookies. These cookies allow a website to remember choices you make (such as your username or ID, language preference, or the area or region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features. They may also be used to provide services you have asked for. The information these cookies collect may be anonymized, and they cannot track your browsing activity on other websites.
	Targeting and advertising cookies. These cookies track browsing habits and are used to deliver targeted (interest-based) advertising. They are also used to limit the number of times you see an ad and to measure the effectiveness of advertising campaigns. They are usually placed by advertising networks with the website operator’s permission. They remember that you have visited a website and this information is shared with other organizations, such as advertisers.


We use the following categories of cookies for the reasons described below:

	Category	Do we use?	Purpose and Description
	Strictly Necessary	Yes	We use these cookies to enable you to navigate the Website and use certain features, including logging in to and using the member portal.
	Performance	Yes	We use these cookies to improve the performance of our Website and enhance your experience. Google Analytics automatically collects certain usage and performance data from our Website users. The information these cookies collect is aggregated and anonymous information, and we are never provided with your personal information from these cookies.
	Functionality	Yes	Functionality cookies enable the Website to temporarily remember choices you make on the Website, and to provide a more personalized experience. You can customize or disable these cookies through your browser settings. A link to cookie management resources for commonly used browsers is above.
	Advertising	No	We do not use any advertising, targeting, or marketing cookies on our Website.


The Website does not track your online activities over time and across third-party web sites or online services, and so does not respond to browser “Do Not Track” signals. Please note that third parties (including, for example, advertising networks and providers of external services like web traffic analysis services) may also use cookies, over which we have no control. These cookies are likely to be analytical/performance cookies or targeting cookies.

Except for essential cookies, all cookies will expire after 12 months.

Third party links on the Website

The Website may contain links to other websites not owned and operated by OCF, for example, Social Media Platforms and websites hosted by our third party suppliers to provide certain Services (e.g. Higher Logic and VTM).  We do not control these third-party websites and are not responsible for their privacy statements. When you leave our website, we encourage you to read the privacy notice of every website you visit.

Children’s Privacy

We do not knowingly collect personal data from children under the age of 13. If we learn that we are in possession personal data on a child under the age of 13, we will immediately delete that information from our systems.

Changes to this policy

We may from time to time review and amend this Privacy Policy to take into account changes in law, technology and our operations. We will post any changes to this Privacy Policy on the Website from time to time and, where appropriate, notify you by e-mail. Please periodically review this Privacy Policy before using the Website as continued use of the Website shall indicate your acceptance of any changes. All personal data held by us will be governed by the most recent Privacy Policy posted on the Website.

Contact us

If you have any queries relating to this privacy notice (including any requests to exercise your legal rights in respect of your data, you can contact us at [email protected] or through the Contact Us page of our Website.

 





















Open Connectivity Foundation Announces Winners of the 3rd Annual Outstanding Contributor Awards

Posted on: June 17, 2019
Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF) honors member companies and other exemplary individuals contributing to its mission of ensuring secure interoperability for consumers, businesses and industries

New Orleans, Louisiana – June 17, 2019 – The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), a leading Internet of Things (IoT) standards body, today announced the winners of its annual Outstanding Contributor Awards. These awards highlight OCF’s member companies as well as individuals who have made exemplary contributions to OCF and its work toward advancing IoT standardization…. [Read More]


Filed Under: Announcements 
The Open Connectivity Foundation Introduces World’s First International Standard for Smart Home; Will Demonstrate New OCF Universal Cloud Interface-based Smart Home Solutions at CES 2020

Posted on: January 2, 2020
BSC Computer GmbH, COMMAX, Haier, LG Electronics, Resideo, Samsung Electronics and SURE Universal to demonstrate a fully capable smart home experience, innovating toward secure IoT interoperability today

Beaverton, OR – January 2, 2020 – The Open Connectivity Foundation (OCF), a leading Internet of Things (IoT) standards body, today announced that products from BSC Computer GmbH, COMMAX, Haier, LG Electronics, Resideo, Samsung Electronics and SURE Universal will be showcased in completely interoperable smart home demonstrations at the OCF IoT Breakthrough press event at the Barrymore Restaurant in Las Vegas on January 6, 2020, from 3–6 p.m. PST. These devices will complete OCF 2.1 certification in 2020, ensuring robust and secure connectivity between devices. Many of these and other industry-leading OCF member companies will be commercially launching products based on the OCF specification in 2020…. [Read More]
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